Welcome to the world premiere of Harriet’s Spirit, a new opera inspired by the life of American abolitionist and humanitarian Harriet Tubman. Harriet’s Spirit is the latest of a series of operas for youth commissioned by Opera Parallèle as part of its Hands-On-Opera program, and was first presented in January 2018 at the African American Arts & Culture Complex in San Francisco. Since then it has been revised, following libretto readings and an orchestra workshop in 2020/21 with a new orchestration for ten players.
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Scene 1
Harriet Tubman appears to Modesty. She sings words of strength and comfort.

Scene 2
Harriet Tubman and Modesty meet. Modesty shares a name with Harriet's grandmother which gives them an instant personal connection. Harriet encourages Modesty to find her inner strength and shares stories of her own resilience.

Scene 3
A crowd of bullies taunts and threatens a boy named Ben on the playground. They spit meaningless but hurtful insults at him while a small crowd of peers watches. They are too afraid to speak up for fear they may become the next target. Modesty witnesses the teasing as well but does nothing to speak up for her friend.

Scene 4
Harriet, visible only to Modesty, insists that Modesty find her strength and protect her friend. As Modesty makes her way into the crowd, the bullies surround her and target her instead. The say nothing chorus continues to witness in horror. Harriet returns to Modesty for support but is ultimately too intimidated to speak up.

Scene 5
The Janitor, Mr. Montgomery, interrupts the crowd and scolds the students for their misbehavior. He sends them home but pulls Modesty aside, especially disappointed with her treatment of her friend. Modesty defends herself claiming to have done nothing only to realize that has done...nothing.

Scene 6
Harriet and Modesty are alone. Harriet wonders to Modesty what kept her from defending her friend. Modesty explains how fear made it impossible for her to move. Harriet tells how fear can be a warning, an instinct, that helps you know when you are facing something important and remembering love helps you figure out how to act in the face of fear.

Scene 7
In a flashback, a boat with General Montgomery and Harriet Tubman travels down the river. Harriet warns the general that the waters are mined. When the signal is given, freed people approach the boat in panic and chaos, frightened for their lives and their freedom. General Montgomery demands Tubman get control of her people. While she doesn't know them, she compares them to people of Egypt and calls out in improvised song.

Scene 8
Harriet sings a blues reflecting on a painful past but survived by a determination to always move toward freedom. Joined by Modesty and the chorus, the crowd is guided to safety.

Scene 9
Faced again with bullying, Modesty and the say nothing chorus try to find their courage to speak up. Modesty in soliloquy, realizes that speaking up, moving closer, or standing up for what's right are the tenets of love and friendship. The crowd urges her to say something.

Scene 10
In the spirit of Harriet Tubman, Modesty sings "I Will Not Stand Still" referencing the history she has learned from Harriet's past and the urgency for action she has learned from Harriet's spirit. She is joined by the chorus in an anthem about agency and love. Understanding that her work is done, Harriet says goodbye to Modesty with her final words, "I go now, to prepare a place for you. Where I am, there you will be." forever connecting them.

"Use all your strength in all your limbs, you're meant to be always free."

Synopsis by Roma Olvera | Performance length: 50 minutes
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